Effect of Scanning Speed on the Surface Roughness of Laser Metal Deposited Copper on Titanium Alloy
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This paper reports on the effect of scanning speed on the laser deposited Cu on titanium alloy substrate. The experiments were conducted by varying the scanning speed from 0.3 m/min to 1.2 m/min while the laser power, the powder feed rate and the gas flow rate were kept constant. The laser deposited Cu were characterized through the evolving microstructure and surface roughness. Dendrites and acicular were much pronounced in the clad area; found to decrease as the scanning speed increases due to the laser interaction time and the cooling rate. These however, influenced the irregularities in the peaks and valleys of the surface texture. The arithmetic mean deviation, Ra were measured and abridged from 6.70 µm to 1.41 µm as the scanning speed was increased from samples DC1 to DC4. The motivation for this work is to improve the surface performance of Ti6Al4V alloy when exposed and attacked by marine microfouling organisms.
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1. Introduction

Laser Metal Deposition (LMD) is known as the process of using a laser beam of high intensity to create a melt pool on a metal substrate; and in which powders were deposited to form the clad and fusion bond. Finished and semi-finished engineering components have been fabricated with the application of powder metallurgy principle. Ti6Al4V alloy belongs to the group of advanced materials with their application in the aerospace. The strength of the alloy with the addition of Cu was improved by utilizing the precipitation hardening technique. Cu has been reported to have a low chemical reaction in moist air, and thus, is a strong β-stabilizing element, and its atomic migration into titanium lattice results in the formation of beta titanium. Its corrosion resistance and antimicrobial effect make it ideal for brewing vessels. The interlayer of copper has been used to subdue the interflow of titanium; thus this in turn overpowers the formation of brittle intermetallics. The sputtering of titanium films were deposited on three different substrates which includes copper, glass and silicon substrates at a temperature of 473 K for 3 hours each in order to optimize the process parameters. No voids were observed at the thickness of the coatings between the interface of the titanium film and the substrate. The coatings on the copper substrate were even as compared to other substrates but the deposition did not show preferred orientation and intensity. Graded interface was developed by depositing a thin copper layer on titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V) substrate prior to several laser cladding of cobalt on it. The application of Cu interlayer on the alloy of titanium prior to laser cladding with cobalt has caused the formation of a number of intermetallics between copper and titanium, essentially, Cu3Ti and Cu7Ti3, and subdues the formation of Ti7Co completely. Cu has been deposited on steel from a solution of Cu(II) complex by electro-deposition process. A homogenized Cu coating was made with good and poor adhesion. This however depends on the rate of cementation. The influence of microstructural behaviour of H13 steel on high strength Cu substrate has been reported. The adhesion between the deposited steel and Cu in the first layer was more distinct in the melt pool. In application, Cu stabilizes the conductor material and leads to an improvement in the technical and practical performance during electroplating pulse laser deposition. For many years, the problem faced by titanium alloy has been the issue of biofouling; and this has always been a major dilemma, which occurs in the marine industries. The Cu is an important trace element for marine industries. It is considered as one of the most toxic heavy metals to marine invertebrates of several trophic groups. It has also been shown to decrease the reproductive success, growth rates and abundance of many species. The Cu-Ti binary phase diagram entails six diverse compounds, Cu2Ti, Cu3Ti, Cu5Ti3, Cu7Ti3, CuTi and CuTi2 respectively. It was reported from a phase diagram that at low temperatures,
about 873.15 K, a finite solid solubility for titanium in copper occurs but no solubility for copper in titanium. This however indicated that the copper can only diffuse in titanium through the grain boundaries or through compound formation. This copper however, can be used for power devices due to the ability to electro-migrate.

This paper reports the effect of scanning speed on the laser metal deposited Cu and Ti6Al4V alloy with potential for marine application. The scanning speeds are varied from 0.3 m/min to 1.2 m/min while the laser power, the powder flow rate and the gas flow rate were kept constant.

2. Experimental set up

The experiment was conducted on the Ytterbium laser system equipment (YLS-2000-TR) at the National Laser Centre, Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (NLC-CSIR), Pretoria, South Africa. The equipment is powered at 2.0 kW (maximum) and supported with a Kuka robot for the deposition process. The laser beam passes through the centre of a three way nozzle while the powder flows through the coaxially three ways outlet as shown in Figure 1.

The nozzle is connected to a laser robotic arm. Both the powder and the laser beam were ejected at the end of the nozzle and laser deposit on the substrate to form the solidified metal. Pure Cu powder and Ti6Al4V alloy substrate were used for the laser experiment. The Cu powder is fed via a hopper - a powder feeder capillary which is connected to the nozzle via long hoses. The particle sizes of the pure Cu powder are between 100 and 200 µm. The argon gas was supplied at 10 l/min to provide a shield for the deposited Cu during the operation so as to prevent oxygen contamination.

A square plate of Ti6Al4V alloy was used as the substrate. It was sand blasted to purify the surface and to prepare it for metallographic bonding. The blasted surface was cleaned with acetone and dried off.

The process parameters used for the experiment are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples Name</th>
<th>Laser Power (kW)</th>
<th>Scanning Speed (m/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The beam diameter of 4 mm and the standoff distance between the nozzle tip and the substrate is kept at 12 mm. The powder flow rate and the gas flow rate used for the Cu powder of 2.0 rpm and 2.0 l/min are kept constant. The deposited samples were wire brushed and labelled from DC1 to DC4. All the samples were ground and prepared for metallography according to the E3-11 ASTM standard. Two separate reagents were prepared for the etchants. One was prepared for the Cu deposits while the other etchant for the Ti6Al4V alloy substrate. The reagent for the Ti6Al4V alloy substrate is prepared with (100 ml H2O, 2 ml HF, 4 ml HNO3) and the reagent for the deposited Cu is prepared with (5 ml distilled H2O, 5 ml NH3 solution, 3 ml H2O2). These were prepared according to the metallographic preparation, and also in order to observe the microstructural grains of the Cu deposit and the substrate.

The Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analyses were conducted on the Cu powder and the lateral surface of the laser deposited Cu after hot-mounted in polyfast. A TESCAN machine equipped with VEGA TC software was used for the analyses. The surface roughness of the deposited surface was measured using the HOMMEL-ETAMIC TURBO WAVE V7.53 machine. The machine is equipped with a TKU600 probe with a measuring range of 160 µm that scans through the surface of the deposited samples. The coarse levelling was first done on the surface of the sample after the area of focus has been noticed, and then positioned it for measuring. As the stage is moving with the stylus tip on the sample’s surface, a trace is being generated on the screen.

3. Results and Discussion

The morphology of the Cu powder observed under the SEM indicates spherical particles with uneven sized structure as shown in Figure 2. The Cu powder was processed by atomisation method and the powder particles were well densely packed.

The SEM microstructures of laser deposited samples DC1 to DC4 observed at 1000x magnification are presented. Figures 3 (a) to (d) show the microstructures of samples DC1 to DC4 deposited at constant laser power of 1.2 kW and varying scanning speeds from 0.3 m/min to 1.2 m/min respectively.
The melt pool created on the substrate allows the adhesion of Cu powder in it. Dendrites of Cu were observed in most of the cladded layer and were also found reducing in thickness as the scanning speed was increased. This is as a result of the decrease in the laser interaction time with the substrate during the deposition of the Cu powder. There are three arms of dendrites formed, the main arms, the auxiliary arms and the trivial arms. The main arm shows a structural rise from the inner region of a dendrite arm to the outer surface which can be corroborated with Scott, thereby serving as the central pillar for other dendrites. The slow cooling rate at low scanning speed is accountable for the evidence of structural dendrite arms, and found to be invisible at high scanning speed due to the limited interaction time during
the deposition process. The main dendrites in Figure 3 (a) of sample DC1 deposited at laser power of 1.2 kW and scanning speed of 0.3 m/min were growing thicker with shorter growths of the trivial arms. A decrease in the cooling rate of the copper matrix formed leads to the growth of dendrites and grains. The melt pool created with the scan speed of 0.3 m/min is enough to accommodate the volume of Cu deposited powder and to give good bonding but since the wettability between the deposited Cu powder and the Ti6Al4V alloy substrate is truncated at slow scanning speed, then good bonding is limited. Pin-like acicular microstructures were formed arbitrarily towards the fusion zone between the deposited Cu and the Ti6Al4V alloy substrate. The dissipation of thermal energy from the melted Cu in the substrate as well as the low thermal retention of the titanium alloy has resulted in the acicular grains formed. However, this attribute leads to the lateral cracks observed immediately after the fusion zone of sample DC1. The difficulty of copper to diffuse into titanium has been reported and it can only be done through the grain boundaries. As the scanning speed was increased to 0.5 m/min in sample DC2, fragments of dendrites were densely formed towards the midway of the Cu deposit. Similarly, the acicular structures towards the fusion zone were becoming stronger. As the scanning speed increases further, the dendrites of the main and auxiliary arms disappear; thereby forming armless dendritic structures. The fading away of the dendrite structures were observed in sample DC3 deposited with a scanning speed of 0.9 m/min when the scanning speed continues to increase. At sample DC4 deposited with a laser power of 1.2 kW and scanning speed of 1.2 m/min, new solidification sites are formed at this stage, and as such causing the formed α/β eutectic structure to be vanishing as the dendrite arm disappears. This is as a result of the high cool rate that exists between the deposited interfaces. The fast laser interaction time between the laser beam, the Cu powder and the substrate has a significant effect on the behaviour of the microstructure at highest scanning speed used.

Figures 4 (a) to (d) show the surface roughness measurements for the laser deposited Cu samples from DC1 to DC4 respectively at varying scanning speed from 0.3 m/min to 1.2 m/min. The contact between the stylus tip and the surface of the laser deposited samples measures the surface texture and create the surface profiles as shown in Figures 4 (a) to (d) with different surface roughness values. The mean line is measured at the zero (0) point on the y-axis. For all the samples, the amplitude parameters such as the arithmetic mean deviation R_a, the maximum height R_z and the highest peak R_max of the roughness profiles are measured. The roughness and the degree of waviness determine the texture of the laser deposited surface. The waviness defers from length to length, and shows some bumpy profiling as the scanning speed was increased for every sample. The time of interaction of the laser beam and the cooling rate during the deposition process influence the irregularities in the peak and valley of the surface texture. The roughness height and width decrease from sample DC1 to DC4 as the scanning speed was increased. The tallest peaks above 25 µm occur in sample DC1 deposited at a scanning speed of 0.3 m/min. However, high scanning speed induced between the laser beam and the Cu powder gives a good surface roughness. A better surface texture can still be achieved if the laser power is increased from the 1.2 kW used in this experiment. This was reported in an experiment conducted by Mahamood and Akinlabi. As the laser power was increased in their experiment, the surface roughness results achieved were found to diminish. This was due to the fact that an increase in the laser power can create suitable melting of the deposited powder and can amount to a smoother surface. A large melt-pool created as a result of increased laser power during laser deposition process can improve the surface finish of the deposited specimen.

Figure 5 shows the plot of the arithmetic mean deviation R_a, the maximum height R_z and the highest peak R_max of the surface roughness for the samples from DC1 to DC4 respectively.

The arithmetic mean is the universally recognized parameter of surface roughness, and it is measured from the mean line of the profile. Similarly, if the randomness of
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4. Conclusions

Despite the low wettability characteristics possessed by copper with titanium alloy during fusion, the depositions through laser process have been greatly achieved. In the SEM analyses conducted, the three dendrite arms, acicular microstructure as well as the alpha and beta eutectic structures were revealed on the characterized specimens. The new solidification sites formed at high scanning speed caused the already formed α/β eutectic structure to be disappearing with the loss of the dendrite arms. The sample deposited with the highest scanning speed of 1.2 m/min exhibits the lowest surface roughness with $R_a$, $R_z$ and $R_{max}$ values of 1.41 µm, 9.46 µm and 12.92 µm respectively as a result of the swift interaction time between the laser beam-powder deposition and the substrate used. Further work needs to be carried out on the corrosion behaviour of the samples for marine application in order to combat the problem of biofouling.
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